Recommended Hotels in Lincoln near campus

Rates may vary. Best rates are usually obtained via the hotel’s website.

Embassy Suites
$169.00/Night, includes breakfast
1040 P St (402) 474-1111

Lincoln Marriott Cornhusker
$139/Night, shuttle available to UNL campus via reservation
333 S 13th (402) 472-7474

Courtyard Lincoln/Downtown/Haymarket
$119/Night, includes WiFi
808 R St 402-904-4800

TownePlace Suites-North
$109/Night, includes WiFi, breakfast | Rooms equipped with kitchens
7353 Husker Circle 402-323-2000

Holiday Inn, downtown, Lincoln
$99.00/Night, includes breakfast, parking, and a shuttle to campus.
141 N 9th St (402) 475-4011 (please reference code PCT)

Comfort Suites
$88/Night, includes WiFi, breakfast
331 N Cotner (402) 325-8800

Country Inn & Suites
$80/Night, includes WiFi, breakfast
5353 N 27th St (402) 476-5353

Staybridge Suites
$80/Night includes WiFi, breakfast | Rooms equipped with kitchens
2701 Fletcher Ave. (402) 438-7829